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introduction

The Collapseof BourgeoisTheism
and the Crisisof ReligiousExistence
The major churches in Europe, and partly in North America as well, are currently experiencing the collapse of classical bourgeois theism. More and more
people are turning away from belief in a personal figure who exists over and
above this world, who has brought forth both himself and all reality, and who
controls and defines "everything" without distinction. They no longer affirm
the omnipotence and ubiquity of God. This collapse, which naturally gives rise
to powerful countermovements-for
example, fundamentalist ones-is
hitting churches and cultures hard. Many institutions and many people are
experiencing a crisis of landslide proportions.
Laments over this development mostly overlook the fact that almost all significant theologies of the twentieth century have actually worked toward this
collapse. This has been a deliberate goal in the thought of Dietrich Bonhoeffer
and Jurgen Moltmann, in many theologies ofliberation, and in almost all feminist theologies. At least initial steps in this direction have occurred in the work
of Karl Barth, Wolfhart Pannenberg, Eberhard Ji.ingel, and David Tracy, in
process theologies, and in other thinkers and developments.
It was above all christological and trinitarian insights and questions that
were determinative of the efforts to put an end to classical theism. A realistic
knowledge of the unity, vitality, personality, effectiveness, and glory of the triune God was and is being sought. But insights also from the theology of law
and from pneumatology, as well as metaphysical, moral, and political reasons,
forced theism into question. A whole array of critical encounters and movements are thus collaborating in the collapse of this religious form of power. Yet
instead of contentment and rejoicing at the success, perplexity and discouragement seem to be proliferating. Indispensable religious and normative foundations seem to be crumbling or to have crumbled already. It is no idol that
has been toppled. Instead it seems to many people that God's own self has
fallen.
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Theologyof Creation:
Questionsin BiblicalPerspective
In this situation it is necessary not to give up the christological, pneumatological, and other debates with classical theism but to supplement them in the
area of the theology of creation. The alliance between theism and belief in the
Creator must also be examined. This book offers initial steps toward correcting both the classical theistic caricature of God the Creator and a corresponding religious understanding of "reality." Taking their orientation from
the biblical traditions, these chapters look for perspectives and ways to achieve
a pre- or post-theistic understanding of God's creative power and of the creation intended by God.
This sort of attempt to develop a biblical-theological orientation is admittedly disputed in contemporary systematic theology. Raising such ideas has
met with considerable agreement but also given rise to energetic criticism both
from the North American Thomistic Catholic quarter and from the German
Neoprotestant quarter. David Burrell, for example, has objected to rethinking
the God-creation relationship, preferring instead to emphasize "the 'distinction' of God from the world ... which creation is meant to secure .... " 1 That
is the task of the theology of creation, while specific knowledge of creator and
creature remains completely vague: "So the quintessential task becomes one of
formulating that 'distinction' so as to assure the required transcendence, while
allowingus to have somenotion of what it is we are referringto in addressing 'the
Holy One,' 'our Father,' or 'Allah Akbar."' 2 As important as this concern may
be for basic theistic moves in a Thomistically defined philosophy of religion,
it ought not to be advanced as a formulation of the fundamental task of the
theology of creation.
One sees an analogous move in the thought of Eilert Herms. 3 Herms uses
his so-called relation of existential grounding to argue against my analyses and
to claim that the task of the theology of creation is to secure "the distinction"
between God and creature. But his view of what he calls the "relation of creation" as a twofold "relation of existential grounding" 4 is reductionistic in such
a way that, like the conceptions that I examine in the following pages, it
obscures a decisive point of the classical creation accounts: In concerning
fundamental relations among creatures, both the interdependencies and the
difference between creator and created can and must be recognized. To put
things in a clear, straightforward and formal way: "The relation" between creator and creatures cannot be illuminated in abstraction from the fundamental "relations" between complex structural associations of creaturely existence.
Inasmuch as Herms obscures this with his twofold "relation of creation," he
performs precisely what I call false abstraction.
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As much as I understand these defensive reactions, the objections have not
persuaded me concerning the issues in question. They have not dissuaded me
from my conviction that the dominant fundamental concepts and theoretical
models of Christian theology again need to be subjected to a critique on a
biblical-theological basis. This "Reforming" orientation is still relevant and
promising today. The fruitful renewal of broad areas of Roman Catholic theology on an exegetical basis after the Second Vatican Council confirms me in
my view, as do many good experiences in interdisciplinary conversation, both
within and beyond the confines of theology.
At any rate, those within the sphere of Christian theology who think they
can do without the biblical sources in handling questions about the theology
of creation can learn from Friedrich Schleiermacher, for example, that the "dissolution of the relationships among that which is finite" for the sake of the
"relationship of the finite to the infinite" leads to mysticism "in the bad
sense." 5 Analogously, the "dissolution of the relationships among that which
is finite" for the sake of the "relationship of the infinite to the finite" leads to
a theism "in the bad sense," a theism that hardly provides perspectives on real
tasks of the theology of creation.
As a by-product, the investigations presented here show that orienting theology on biblical traditions ought not to be abandoned in favor of an orientation on this or that "natural" theology of various times and cultures. To be
sure, the biblical traditions themselves include diverse "natural" theologies. But
iL doing so they always expose themselves to the associated conflicts that arise
in the search for truth between various rationalities and various understandings of reality.

The New BiblicalTheology
The investigations presented here count themselves among the new approaches of a "Biblical Theology'' that have been developing in interdisciplinary and
interconfessional collaboration since the 1980s, particularly in Germany and
North America. 6 These approaches depart from all earlier attempts to take a
single form-for example, personalism, existentialism, social criticism-or a
single theme-for example, reconciliation, covenant, reign of God, God's
glory-and to highlight it as the form or the content of the biblical traditions,
or to read it into those traditions. Instead these approaches are consciously pluralistic. They take seriously the diverse biblical traditions with their different
situations in life, with the continuities and discontinuities in their experiences
and expectations of God, since those experiences and expectations are sometimes compatible with each other and sometimes not directly so.
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The new approaches to a biblical theology are interested in these differences not only because they feel themselves intellectually obligated to excavate
what are, from a historical-critical perspective, diverse "past presents." These
new approaches have a burning theological interest in these differences because
they are seeking to work out a tension-laden typology of inquiry and speech
about God-a typology that gives rise to permanent self-criticism and to creative reconstruction. Precisely those tensions between relative commonalities
and relative differences in the expectations and experiences of God in the different biblical traditions are essential to theological self-criticism. They are
essential for theology's neverending task of distinguishing materially appropriate speech about God from religious projections and wishful fantasies.
Inasmuch as the new approaches to biblical theology, in their search for
relative commonalities and continuties, do not seek to dissolve the differences
in the biblical traditions, they gain bases for realistically reconstructing complex theological and key religious concepts and sets of concepts. They put
themselves in a position where they are able to restore importance and orienting power to complex theological concepts that have had their cutting edge
dulled by "natural" and so-called philosophical theologies in favor of reductionistic clarity.
The new approaches to biblical theology also proceed from the assumption that many of the biblical traditions' concepts and sets of concepts (for
example, creation, world, sin, atonement, sacrifice, righteousness, reign of
God, God's Spirit), which once possessed great orienting power, have now
been so dulled by multiple accommodations to prevailing habits of thought
and specific conceptions of rationality and moral systems that they function
only as ciphers. This dulling of fundamental theological concepts is fatal not
only to religious existence and the churches. It also robs cultures and societies
of fundamental sources of orientation and important possibilities for selfcriticism. "Religion" then becomes empty, boring, vapid, and banal, and so
the augurs of the spirit of the age (even when they themselves operate with
highly reductionistic forms of thought) lament theology's "lack of cultural
competence."
This situation is not altered when theology attempts to abandon its central traditions, historicizing them away. Nor is it altered when theology
attempts to refurbish the ciphers and the empty and hollow sounding "great
words" by developing their rhetorical impact, heightening their entertainment value, or employing them to strengthen moral attitudes. Instead theology must direct all its powers toward uncovering the achievements of the
central contents of faith in providing substantive orientation in diverse historical contexts. The chapters that follow attempt to do so through central
examples drawn from the theology of creation. I would like to show that
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many of the biblical traditions' fundamental concepts dealing with the theology of creation provide stimuli and insights that are far from being exhausted-even in today's situation, where it is impossible to get a clear cultural
overview and where ecological perplexity is the order of the day. In addition,
these biblical concepts impel us to new and clearer lmowledge of God and self
in a time and world after the collapse of classical theism-which is to say, in
our time and our world.

